
THE HISTORY
When Renee and her husband purchased their dream home, it was more than a change in location—it was a complete change in style. They knew 
some interior work would need to be done, but they were hesitant. Having worked with designers who pushed their own agendas before, Renee was 
less than thrilled about repeating the experience. 

“I wanted to be listened to,” she shared.

When she met April and the entire ADJ team, she felt heard. “They instantaneously understood what we wanted, and that made me trust them,” Renee said.

THE DIFFERENCE
“I thought I would take it room by room slowly, but after collaborating with April about our vision for the home, we decided to gut almost every 
space,” said Renee. “She validated my aesthetic and gave me the confidence to play and really go for it.” 

Renee notes that it was a partnership built on trust and communication—not on sales. “I had my eye on this dining room table that I had loved  
for five years and April told me to get it and we could work the design around it,” she shared. “She encouraged me to keep what I loved to create  
a space that gave me peace and energy; she designs based on what her clients need from their homes.”

THE APPROACH
April starts by getting to know her clients; in fact, this discovery is the foundation for every ADJ designer. 

“By listening to my husband and me, April knew we wanted to create a home, not a museum,” Renee said. “That meant she brought us only fabrics 
that would wear well and items that worked for our lifestyle. I love chandeliers and somehow April made a chandelier work in every room.” 
“I worked with April and her team for two years and we created livable luxury—a home that looks unlike 
any other home.”

THE BENEFIT 
“I knew I was getting something unique,” shared Renee. “April and her team don’t go with what is  
easy or on-trend, but what will make their clients smile. I feel calm when I walk into my house; I feel  
like I can exhale.”

ADJ Interiors strives to create that feeling…that exact combination of emotions you want to  
experience when you walk in your space. And they are staunch advocates for clients. “I needed a  
specific room ready for a baby shower I was hosting, and April made it happen. The entire process  
was seamless because I trusted them completely. And when you trust someone like that, you can  
feel free to express yourself authentically.”

For more information visit our website adjinteriors.com.
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